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fast. simple. proven.
SERVING CUSTOMERS FOR
OVER 30 YEARS
We are America’s premier manufacturer of air-inflatable
shelters. With over 30 years of experience and nearly 10,000
systems in service, no other air-inflatable manufacturer can
compare to our legacy of top quality, great value,
and world-class service.
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LAW
ENFORCEMENT

Our innovative air-frame design is derived from the same

HOSPITAL | EMS
PUBLIC HEALTH

principles and technologies utilized throughout the defense
and emergency response sectors in critical-function
equipment such as life rafts and rescue lift bags.
Our Air Shelters USA team adapted this technology to
develop a line of deployable shelter systems with exceptional

INDUSTRIAL &
COMMERCIAL

CONTACT US

durability, ease of use, and speed of deployment. Mastery of

info@zumro.com
800.932.6003

this technology and continuous new product development

www.zumro.com

keep us on the cutting edge of air shelter solutions.

PERSONNEL
SCREENING &
VACCINATION

INFECTION
CONTROL KITS

ZUMRO’s deployable screening and
vaccination shelters can be deployed
virtually anywhere with minimal staff

resource access while reducing the

DRIVE-THRU
SCREENING &
VACCINATION

includes the External Airlock Shelter

burden on fixed facilities and the risk

Expand your testing access while

and Portable Air Scrubber System

incurred when infected patients travel

protecting your facility and staff with

outside of their immediate community.

(Z-PASS) to add infection control

ZUMRO’s Drive-Thru Screening &

and isolation capability to any

Vaccination Systems. We offer both

ZUMRO System. It is self-monitoring

compact, single-lane, along with

with simple user interfaces,

larger, multiple-lane systems to meet

establishing positive/negative

any drive-thru screening or

pressure in under 5 minutes.

and effort. This allows healthcare
providers to dramatically increase

This turnkey, cost-effective kit

vaccination requirements.

SURGE
CAPACITY
& FIELD
HOSPITALS

FACILITY
ISOLATION
CONVERSION
DECON

Communities must be prepared for

ZUMRO provides the fastest,

rapidly changing and expanding

simplest and most reliable

healthcare needs. ZUMRO provides a

deployable decontamination

variety of turn-key solutions from
individual aide stations and surge
capacity footprints to full-scale field

Deployable by one person in 3
minutes and designed to adapt to

hospitals. Our modular, scalable, and

almost any door, the facility airlock

versatile shelters provide the flexible

shelter aids in establishing positive or

capability you need.

negative pressure within your
designated treatment area and
includes a Portable Air Scrubber
System (Z-PASS) with a selfmonitoring, simple user interface.

systems in the world. Whether
your mission requires a singlelane system or a scalable footprint
for a multi-lane system, exclusive
features such as fully integrated
surround showers, gray water
containment berms, and LED
lighting ensure you are prepared.

